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The Kupp™ nesting chair offers a fresh approach to “stacking” chair design.
Kupp is familiar in look and simple to use and store, allowing for unlimited
horizontal nesting that makes the chair suitable for short-term applications in
a range of settings. Just as the chair has multiple uses, the name Kupp references
more than one idea, including the nesting attribute of tea or coffee cups that
makes for efficient storage. Equally, Kupp is designed to comfortably hold or
“cup” the seated body.
Inspired by the classic typology of the café chair, Kupp’s clean, light look fits
modern spaces and blends with existing furniture, while finishes echo current
educational, hospitality and corporate color palettes.
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Kupps’ unlimited horizontal nesting
solves spatial and storage constraints, and
contributes to employee safety as chairs
can be nested with minimal physical effort.
Individual chairs are simply shifted and
fitted together prior to moving to storage.
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front row

middle row

back row

White, Medium Grey

Lentil, Clay, Matcha Green

Poppy, Greystone, Cordon Blue, Black

finishes

Kupp is available in nine shell colors, from classic
neutrals to rich contemporary hues, with frame
finishes in Very White, Clay and Ebony. Shell
colors and frame finishes can be paired to create
high contrast or low contrast looks, as well as

tone-on-tone and direct matches for
monochromatic understatement. The option
of an upholstered seat pad expands aesthetic
choices. Colors coordinate with Luum textiles
which are available for the upholstered seat pad.

high contrast

low contrast

direct match

tone-on-tone

features
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A slender, but strong frame, a flip-up seat and
integrated nesting bumper allow Kupp to be moved
with minimal effort and damage. Integrated arms
provide seated support and easy egress.

The plastic seat is available with an optional
upholstered pad, providing additional comfort
for longer use applications.

planning

education

Versatile and agile, Kupp represents the need for
attractive, portable seating in office environments,
commercial settings and learning spaces. Contemporary
spaces of all types experience continual flux and seating
needs can change from moment to moment.

Kupp allows users to easily set up or pull up chairs as
needed. Offering a level of design and comfort rarely
found in nesting chairs, Kupp is an exceptional chair
at a commodity price point.

cafe
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planning

meeting

multi-purpose
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width between arms:
20 "

arm height
from floor:
26"

arm
height:
8-1/2"

back width:
18-7/8 "

seat width:
18-1/3 "

www.teknion.com

overall width:
26"

in canada
1150 Flint Road
Toronto, Ontario
m3j 2j5 Canada
Tel 866.teknion
866.835.6466

angle between
seat and back:
104º°

Brochure Design: Vanderbyl Design
Printed in Canada. br-110-0031-en

seat height
standard: 18-1/8"
high: 18-3/8"
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seat pan angle:
3º°

overall height
standard:
32-1/2"

other offices located in i
Europe, South and Central
America, Middle East, Asia and
Russia. For regional contact
information go to teknion.com

back height from seat
plastic seat: 16-1/2"
upholstered seat:
16-3/8"

in the usa
350 Fellowship Road
Mt Laurel, New Jersey
08054 usa
Tel 877.teknion
877.835.6466

seat depth:
17-5/16 "

overall depth:
23-7/16 "

